
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ellis opened the door into the living room. The breathy whistle of the kettle’s boil could be heard 

from through the open kitchen door. Mum popped her head around; her matted mane ( strawberry 

blonde ) swung like a lion’s and her eyes, twinkling were starlit with a gaze familiarly far off. “Hi dear” 

she smiled and then disappeared back around the corner to put the kettle to sleep. 

He dumped both blazer and bag on the mauve throw that covered the sofa, releasing a mist of fine 

dust and cat hairs slowly ascending through the light.   

“How was your day? … what did you do today?” 

Mum’s delicate crow’s feet and other subtle lines - makers of age - criss-crossed her face in a 

topography of smiles. Loose fitting earth tones were draped lightly over her slight frame. She spoke 

with a voice that was tender and soft, and smelled always slightly of patchouli.  

Ellis gave a distracted account of how he’d lost his shoe.  

“How did Mrs. Bates … I like Mrs. Bates … I think you’ve got a good teacher … someone who cares 

about you … how did Mrs. Bates like the homework”?  



Mum beamed with loving eyes, chestnut coloured, full of life but always slightly tired looking, Ellis 

mused, and oftentimes a little bit haunted too. He couldn’t tell where the latter thought had come 

from but he felt it to be                                   true.  

“You love that jumper don’t you?” she continued before he could respond to the initial question. He 

nodded and pulled out one of the rickety kitchen chairs ( the kitchen chairs were by the dining table at the back of 

the living room … Ellis wasn’t sure exactly what qualified them as kitchen chairs but knew that’s what they were ( he felt it to be true ) ). 

“Wasn’t the weather lovely … later on today? … in the afternoon … were you in the park?” 

“She liked it but she said it was about the wrong thing” Ellis backtracked. Mum frowned quizzically 

“What do you mean? … do you want something to drink? … I’m just making some tea”. She 

disappeared into the kitchen again. Ellis shook his head to no one and said a tiny bit ( but not much ) 

louder “She said it was meant to be in the first person and it was meant to be about   …   ” 

“Oh …” mum was back in the room holding a mug “She didn’t like the story about the girl taken by 

aliens? … the abductee …  we worked quite hard on that … I thought we did a good job”  

Ellis shook his head “No … no … she did … she said I can have that for this week’s homework but I 

need to do last week’s homework this week now” Ellis frowned a little. 

Mum seemed content. She picked up one of the ( medicine ) cloth bags she’d been fashioning on the 

dining table; its loose stitch and special stones ( jade and amethyst ) affixed to the top of the pouch gave 

it a look that was equally rustic and divine.  “Oh … maybe I got carried away” she smiled “at least she 

liked it … I like your teacher … I think she’s a good person”.  

Mum was good at coming up with ideas and Ellis was averagely good at writing them down. 

Together they made a better than average team. 

Dad came through into the living room, shaking his head slightly and sighing with an air of 

performed frustration.  

“Ellis you might have to talk to your brother … you’re good at these things”. 

Ellis was silent. 

“He’s going to get himself kicked out of school  … and those bands … don’t see why it matters … to 

anyone … I just really don’t want to have go through that whole new school process again … I hate 

that … I can’t deal with that now”. 

“Oh … dearrrr” mum cooed affectionately as she nursed the steaming mug of tea that was still            

( seriously ) brewing in her hands. 

Dad collapsed in the corner chair and fished out the book on Rembrandt he’d just crumpled into the 

cushion and, with a sigh proceeded to leaf through. Since Grandma’d died he’d substituted ( his 

somewhat unfocused attempts at ) trying to express himself with the guitar for trying to express himself with 

the brush. A series of portraits had appeared in the spare room ( which for the last couple of months had been 

referred to as the Studio ) depicting Grandma looking a bit like one of the Simpsons ( his colour mixing left a lot to 

be desired ). Dad had since realised that his path to expression with the brush lay maybe more in the 

abstract than the figurative; the portraits had disappeared and the ex-charity shop literature of   



How to Paint like the Masters and Portraits for Dummies had been replaced by Pollock: the Man, the 

Legend and The Collected Essays of Clement Greenberg Vol.XIII. Dad hadn’t worked ( he was a teaching 

assistant ) in months.  

 K(h)rist was lying on his bed plucking away at the charity shop ¾ size nylon string guitar. The 

instrument was battered with its neck warped and a black and red sticker reading DEICIDE decaled 

unceremoniously, half covering the sound hole. He looked pissed off. 

“Krist” Ellis stepped inside the room. 

Krist looked up at him, scowling but not at Ellis ( or anything in particular ). 

“Is the C word actually worse than the … than fuck?” 

He could have sworn he saw the hint of a smile gently break on his older brother’s face.  

 

- 

“I fancy Katie Turnham” proclaimed Petey Avery loudly and brashly. The same friend who’d 

described Ellis as “a bit weird” had described Petey Avery as “a big psychopath”. Ellis had had to 

read up on the definition of psychopath which seemed to describe someone who was sick with a 

condition that made them unable to feel emotions. This seemed much the opposite of whatever it 

was that Petey Avery was afflicted with ( which was maybe ADHD among some other things  ) as he displayed lots 

of emotions very energetically and all the time.  

The weather had changed overnight, warmed and wetted so as a cold fine mist was drifting all about 

and the air was cool and damp. The light was a soft blue. Ellis’s platinum fringe was rain matted                    

( lightly ) against his brow. They had bumped into Petey and Dylan just before the hill. Dylan had 

waved and called over ( probably because he wanted someone to share the load of Petey’s slightly overbearing social presence ). 

Sil had squeezed Ellis’s hand and then smiled at him before she split. 

“You don’t fancy Katie Turnham because you only fancy blondes and Katie’s got brown hair” stated 

Dylan matter of factly.  

“I do” protested Petey. 

“No you don’t … and you fancied Elsie last week and …” 

“I fancy Elsie and Katie … you’re allowed to fancy more than one girl at a time” 

“No you’re not … If you fancy more than one girl then you don’t really fancy them” 

“I fancy Priti too”. 

Ellis gazed up through the drizzle at the completely uniform grey sky and tried to make out where 

one cloud ended and another began. Was there a point when, if all the sky was clouds anyway that 

they stopped being clouds and just became sky? 

 



- 

Elsie and Katie sat by each other in the dining hall. They weren’t eating lunch but instead making 

something with paper, something that involved lots of folding and writing and ( maybe ) drawing. 

Their selection of pens was very deliberate. It wasn’t an airplane Ellis deduced as he took another 

bite of his chutney and cheese sandwich. 

- 

Mr. Watts was playing music in the art room. The weather had cleared; clouds cracked and a 

tentative afternoon light was falling through the windows. Elsie and Katie were giggling somewhere 

in the background as ‘The Clash’ called to London through the anaemic voice of a portable CD player. 

Ellis had started painting a UFO but it had since turned into ( maybe ) a dinner plate with spaghetti 

dangling off it. Mr. Watts, since Grandma’d died largely just let Ellis do what he wanted ( in fact Mr. 

Watts largely let people do what they wanted anyway but Ellis, in recent months had become a special case ). The art teacher, 

rocking at the front of the class fretted the air guitar in front of him, totally distracted as all order in 

the art room unravelled. 

“Do you always wear the same jumper?” 

Katie Turnham ( golden brown curls tumbling in front of his nose ) blocked the sun’s light. Ellis looked down at the 

dark spaghetti leaking from his UFO. He’d maybe have made more of an effort to draw something if 

he’d known someone was going to see it. 

The whole world smelled of L'Oréal. 

“Do you want to know the future?” 

Petey’s bag sailed across the desks into a phalanx of poster paints and, skittering abrasively across 

the floor they vomited rainbows upon the linoleum as animal cries whooped and yelped in a sea 

echo from inside the CD.  

“PETEY!” exclaimed Mr. Watts, shocked. His tight curls and small spectacles and ( semi ) unbuttoned 

shirt didn’t make him look very teacher-like, that and how emotional he became whenever there 

was unrest; he always seemed so genuinely hurt any time something like this happened; his pained 

and exasperated expression suggested maybe that Petey’s bag had been hurled directly at him. 

- 

 Sil popped out from behind the wall as Ellis made his way home. 

“Hey” 

“Hey” Ellis smiled “Where’ve you been?” 

Sil shrugged “around”. 

Ellis presented her with the stick he’d been chewing and she scowled.  

“Mrs. Honeywood said that people in some African countries clean their teeth with sticks”.  



Sil continued to scowl “You know this I cannot accept” she muttered with a tone which was both 

exaggerated and disappointed, and in an accent that was totally unplaceable in regards its origins. 

Ellis couldn’t tell whether she was referring to the information or the stick. 

They walked through the dying autumn and up the hill ( another hill to the one that the school was on ). Their 

conversation carried them and changed trajectory quite spontaneously, they flowed freely and their 

feet carried them to the park. A little dog yipped at big dog that was sniffing by the bench. The big 

dog continued its sniffing, across the grass to the base of a tree as the smaller dog skittered round its 

ankles. A crow cawed in the distance.  

“I think Katie Turhnam likes you” remarked Sil as they marched their way to the pair of empty 

swings. 

“Katie Turnham thinks she can tell the future” responded Ellis with just a hint of incredulity. 

“Girls can … sometimes … do you think girls are silly because we can do things like tell the future?” 

“I think girls are silly because they spend all their time making friendship bracelets and … not all girls 

… I think some boys are silly too” Ellis backtracked “Not all boys” he added. “You are though … 

actually, I think you’re incredibly silly” 

“He who smelt it dealt it” 

“She who said the rhyme is        …  silly        …    incredibly”. 

Ellis dumped his bag down by the naked frame as the sun set the park on fire. 

The paint flecks flaking from the frame’s poles cast impossibly dark shadows on their undersides. Sil 

was inspecting one of these that, together with its positive much resembled a butterfly with one 

wing black and the other white. Her nose was nearly touching. She glanced up as the hangers and 

chains supporting Ellis’s ( slight ) weight groaned and juddered and pleaded for oil and birds ( pigeons 

mainly ) danced dispassionately as silhouettes in front the low sun. 

Sil set down on the swing to his left. 

“Your name’s basically just silly … what even is your name short for? … what actually is your name?” 

Ellis kicked off to propel himself. “It can’t just be … Sil … that’s not a name … it has to be ... short for 

something”. 

Sil shrugged “You should know …  you made me up”.  

Ellis slowed and stabilized. He looked smug “Well it is silly then isn’t it? … no, actually what is your 

name? … is it Sylvia?” 

“If I’m Sylvia then you’re Elvis” 

Ellis grounded his foot so as it skidded and scudded harshly on the rough surface. 

“ELVIS AIN’T REAL” he stamped in protest - in a meek impression of Krist. 



“He’s not not real … he’s just dead”. Sil looked pensive for a moment “William Silva de Cruz” then 

added with a far off look in her eyes “Silver … ” 

“Saliva” 

“Lady Jane Silverton … Saliva’s not a name”. 

Laughter rose, burbled up at set poised flood between them but they stifled it, both slowing their 

swinging to gaze out at the grass that was, by now all bathed a warm golden in the light. 

“What do you think the pigeons are doing?” mused Sil amidst the creaks and groans that sang from 

the geriatric swing set. 

Ellis had begun again to swing “I       …         I’m        …         ” he began before Sil interrupted “looks like 

the bigger one’s trying to play and the little ones got other things it wants to do ... ” 

Ellis looked up at the pigeons who seemed very much to be playing out the scenario Sil described. 

“ … like tax returns” 

“What? ”                                                                                                                       Ellis steadied himself.  

Sil shrugged “They’re not fun … I think it might be like going to prison … it’s one of those things you 

have to do when you’re an adult and you’ve done something bad” 

“like a punishment?” 

“it’s worse than death”. 

The pigeons had landed with the sun painting long and dramatic shadows from their diminutive 

bodies. The bigger had its neck all puffed and was strutting tirelessly after the littler who - indeed - 

was clearly not interested in whatever game the bigger one was trying to play. 

“Do you think that one looks like Louis when he runs?” Ellis focused his gaze on the larger bird with 

its ruffled feathers and puffed out neck who, with every frantic step was bobbing its head with 

increasingly dangerous levels of enthusiasm. 

“Kind of … I don’t reckon pirates do tax returns …” came Sil’s pensive reply. 

“I think its heads going to fall off if it bobs any faster”. 

 

 

 

 

 

 


